
The compact central control unit MV5 ZE 101 XL is tailored to the most important features 
of the automation and it convinces through the small-sized housing.

The compact central control unit is equipped with operating components such as power  
supplies for stepper motor drives, a real-time clock, memory modules and standard 
fonts. 

The IP54 protected central control unit is also equipped with integrated PC functions for 
independent applications. DEVICENET-/ PROFIBUS- or PROFINET-cards (also LWL) 
can be used.

This central control unit is equipped with a high resolution LC-display (640 x 480 pixels) 
and a capacitive keyboard. The display facilitates the installation, the adjustment and 
the diagnosis of the central control unit enormously. 

The software of the central control unit can be operated directly via the display 
and texts can be inserted via a keyboard shown  
on the touch screen. Frequently 
needed keys are installed on the 
right side of the LC-display. 

The coloured icons of the software 
make the navigation very easy.  
Due to the big, internal memory 
storage of the central control unit, 
several hundred marking files, logos 
and fonts can be saved directly on 
the unit. 

1.	 Ethernet
  

2.  USB-A-interface  
  

3.  USB-B-interface  
  

4.+	5.   
Slots for digital I/O-cards /  
bus-cards / external power supply  
  

6.  Marking head connection  
  

7.	 Emergency Stop  
  

8.	 Power supply
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Technical	DaTa

Marking area (x/y):  	
50 x 25 mm (MV5 U50/25)  
80 x 25 mm (MV5 U80/25)  
120 x 25 mm (MV5 U120/25)  
(optional y-movement of 45 mm)	

Available character heights:  	
1,0 up to  24,9 mm, stepless,    
adjustable in 1/10-steps

Fonts:  	
Standard fonts, similar to DIN 1451 

Data Matrix Code:  	
The marking of precise Data Matrix Codes  
is optionally available (single dot marking)

Available characters:  	
Capital and small letters A to Z,  
figures 0 to 9, various punctuation marks

- A solid carbide pin oscillates by pneumatic 
 means while it is moving by two carriages in  
 the x and y direction. It strikes the material  
 by an up and down movement
- Depending on the impact frequency the  
 marking either becomes a continuous line or 
 a single dot marking
- Compact design of the marking head
- Weight-optimized construction
- Maintenance free machanics and tools
- Highest marking quality
- Consistent modular design concept
- Can be used in any position

Technical	DaTa

Marking area (x/y): 80 x 50 mm

Marking speeds:  	
MV5 VU2: Approx. 2 characters per second   
in 3-4 mm character height  
MV5 VU2 SPRINT plus: Approx. 3 seconds  
for 10 characters in 3 mm character height	

Available character heights:  	
1,0 up to 49,9 mm, stepless  
adjustable in 1/10-steps

Fonts: Standard fonts, similar to DIN 1451 

Data Matrix Code:  	
The marking of precise Data Matrix Codes  
is optionally available (single dot marking)

Available characters:  	
Capital and small letters  
A to Z, figures 0 to 9,  
various punctuation marks

- The marking pin (carbide or diamond) is 
 pressed into the material. In this position the 
 marking pin is moved by two carriages in the 
 x and y directions.
- Maximum marking speed and minimal force 
 effects can be achieved
- Durable and quiet marking 
- Compact design
- Extremely fast marking times
- Weight-optimized construction
- Stable mechanism, optimal for the marking 
 of precise Data Matrix codes
- Can be used in any position
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